What We Do

Publish impactful scholarship
Collaborate with scholars
Support scholarly communications
Distribute research globally
Innovate with technology
Engage the general public
Increase diversity in scholarship
Shape academic fields
Represent the University worldwide
Provide hands-on learning
About Clemson University Press

The Press is a global ambassador for Clemson University, distributing diverse and impactful scholarship worldwide. We publish books by authors from around the globe with strengths in literature and the arts and books of regional interest, including field guides and manuals in Extension-related fields in the newly established Clemson Extension Publishing Imprint. We also publish a growing list of academic journals, including the national flagship journal in Extension education. Learn more at www.clemson.edu/press.

The Press is a member of the Association of University Presses, the premier professional organization for university press publishing. Membership recognizes the quality and significance of the Press’s work in shaping scholarly fields and in publishing reliable information that promotes new ways of thinking and enriches lives.
Unexpected Pleasures
Parody, Queerness, & Genre in 20th-century British Fiction
by Lauryl Tucker

In eighteenth-century England, “variety” became a prized aesthetic. *Unexpected Pleasures* explores the connection between genre parody and queerness in twentieth-century British fiction. Teasing out the parodic sensibility of writers including Virginia Woolf, Elizabeth Bowen, Sam Selvon, Dorothy Sayers, Stella Gibbons, and Zadie Smith, Tucker offers an innovative reading of works that seem to obey excessively the rules of genre. By oversupplying the pleasurable sense of knowledge and the illusion of predictive power that genre confers, these works play with readerly expectation in order to expose and queer a broader set of assumptions about desire, resolution, and futurity. Gathering a surprising group of writers together, it reveals new through-lines between middlebrow and highbrow, and among modernist, mid-century, and contemporary literature.
Because gramophonic technology grew up alongside Ireland’s progressively more outspoken and violent struggles for political autonomy and national stability, Irish modernism inherently links the gramophone to representations of these dramatic cultural upheavals. Many key works of Irish literary modernism—like those by James Joyce, Elizabeth Bowen, and Sean O’Casey—depend upon the gramophone for their ability to record Irish cultural traumas both symbolically and literally during one of the country’s most fraught eras. In each work the gramophone testifies of its own complexity as a physical object and its multiform value in the artistic development of textual material. Cammack examines the gramophone as an object that refuses to remain in the background of scenes in which it appears, forcing us to confront its mnemonic heritage during a period of Irish history burdened with political and cultural turbulence.
Freedom Beyond Confinement

Travel and Imagination in African-American Cultural History and Letters

by Michael Ra-shon Hall

Freedom Beyond Confinement uses the paradox of freedom and confinement to examine the cultural history of African-American travel and the lasting influence of travel on the literary imagination. Analyzing a range of sources from the Black press and periodicals to literary fiction and nonfiction, Hall charts the development of critical representation of travel from post Reconstruction (ca. 1877) to the present. Travel experiences (often challenging and vexed) provided the raw data with which writers produced meaningful images and ideas as they learned to navigate, negotiate, and even challenge racialized and gendered impediments to their mobility. In their writings African Americans worked to realize a vision and state of freedom informed by those often difficult experiences of mobility.
American Modern(ist) Epic

Novels to Refound a Nation

by Adam Nemmers

American Modern(ist) Epic argues that during the 1920s and ’30s a cadre of minority novelists revitalized the classic epic form in an effort to recast the United States according to modern, diverse, and pluralistic grounds. Rather than adhere to the reification of static culture (as did ancient verse epic), in their prose epics Gertrude Stein and John Dos Passos utilized recursion, bricolage, and polyphony to represent the multifarious immediacy and movement of the modern world. Meanwhile, H. T. Tsiang and Richard Wright created absurd and insipid anti-heroes for their epics, contesting the hegemony of Anglo and capitalist dominance in the United States. Nemmers demonstrates how modernist epic novels attempted to undermine and revise the foundational ideology of the United States, contesting notions of individualism, progress, and racial hegemony while modernizing the epic form.
Locating Milton
*Places and Perspectives*

edited by Thomas Festa and David Ainsworth

*Locating Milton: Places and Perspectives* examines Milton’s works as the product of his unique intellectual experiences at home and abroad, while also tracing the ways in which those works themselves express the influence of his travel, his reading, and his political engagement. The first section examines how Milton locates himself through his travels in Italy, how his early reading leads him to situate himself intellectually, and how the intellectual framework he generated remains pertinent. The second section examines the impact of early modern mathematical and scientific models on Milton’s cosmology, demonstrating how Milton’s complex negotiations of such models give form and perspective to his greatest works. The final section locates Milton distinctly through his global reception, ranging from his place in the “new world” to his presence as a figure inspiring political resistance.

256 pages
November 2021
In August 1969, a dairy farm in New York state hosted a pivotal moment in the history of pop music. Taking place only two years after the “Summer of Love” and one year after the tumultuous events of 1968, the Woodstock Music and Art Fair put an exclamation point on the transformational decade of the 1960s. To commemorate the 50th anniversary of Woodstock, Berklee College of Music hosted a week-long celebration that included conversations with luminaries from the era. Participants included Woodstock co-founder, Michael Lang; emcee, stage, and lighting designer, Chip Monck; audio engineer, Bill Hanley; photographers Henry Diltz and Elliott Landy; public relations officer, Rona Elliot; and Gerardo Velez, drummer for Jimi Hendrix. Woodstock Then and Now commemorates the discussion between these Woodstock luminaries, making available the transcripts of this historic event.
Bandit/Queen
The Runaway Story of Belle Starr
by Margot Douaihy with illustrations by Bri Hermanson

Bandit/Queen explores the figure of Belle Starr, a notorious Wild West outlaw, and how newspaper coverage shaped her public image, through the medium of documentary poetry. As the media elevated Starr from a lawbreaker to a compelling anti-hero, her criminality became more alluring and elaborate. Narrative and experimental poems thread themes of identity, perception, rule-breaking, and (in)authenticity. Bri Hermanson’s scratchboard illustrations draw inspiration from the newspaper and media coverage of Starr’s exploits and the visual symbols associated with the legendary bandit. The artwork incorporates maps of her possible hideouts and relief prints of ephemera and wild plants from areas where Starr was active. Many of Hermanson’s inky illustrations experiment in interpretation, letting the viewer “read” images according to their own partiality and occlusions.

104 pages
September 2021
Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-949979-79-4
Hardback
ISBN: 978-1-949979-78-7
The Power of Pastiche: Musical Miscellany and Cultural Identity in Early Eighteenth-Century England by Alison DeSimone
ISBN: 978-1-942954-77-4

Printed Musical Propaganda in Early Modern England by Joseph Arthur Mann

Madeleine Dring: Lady Composer by Wanda Brister and Jay Rosenblatt

ISBN: 978-1-942-95479-8
The Beats: A Teaching Companion
edited by Nancy Grace
ISBN: 978-1-949979-95-4

The Beats, Black Mountain, and New Modes in American Poetry
edited by Matt Theado
ISBN: 978-1-949979-93-0

In the Rebel Cafe: Interviews with Ed Sanders
edited by Jennie Skerl
ISBN: 978-1-942-95495-8
Excavating Exodus: Biblical Typology and Racial Solidarity in African American Literature by J. Laurence Cohen
ISBN: 978-1-949979-91-6

Before the War and After the Union: An Autobiography by Sam Aleckson edited by Susanna Ashton
ISBN: 978-1-949979-83-1

Editing the Harlem Renaissance edited by Joshua M. Murray and Ross K. Tangedal
ISBN: 978-1-949-97955-8
Pamela Colman Smith: Artist, Feminist, & Mystic
by Elizabeth Foley O’Connor
ISBN: 978-1-949-97939-8

Ireland and Partition: Contexts and Consequences
edited by N. C. Fleming and James H. Murphy
ISBN: 978-1-949979-87-9

Modern Writers, Transnational Literatures: Rabindranath Tagore and W. B. Yeats
by Ragini Mohite
ISBN: 978-1-949979-06-0

Selected Writings of Speranza and William Wilde
edited by Eibhear Walshe
ISBN: 978-1-949-97925-1
Ezra Pound, Italy, and The Cantos  
by Massimo Bacigalupo  
ISBN: 9781949979008

Readings in the Cantos: vol. 2  
edited by Richard Parker  

Cross-Cultural Ezra Pound  
edited by David McKnight, Walter Baumann, and John Gery  
ISBN: 978-1-949979-80-0

The T. S. Eliot Studies Annual, vol. 3  
edited by Julia E. Daniel, Frances Dickey, and John Whittier-Ferguson  
June 2021  
ISBN: 978-1949979084
Eco-Modernism: Ecology, Environment and Nature in Literary Modernism
edited by Jeremy Diaper

Writing the Survivor: The Rape Novel in Late Twentieth-Century American Fiction
by Robin E. Field

Axis/Axes to Grind: Political Slants in American World War II Novels, 1945–1975
by Milton A. Cohen

Manhattan Transfer
by John Dos Passos, annotated by Donald Pizer
ISBN: 978-1-949979-61-9
Modernist Objects
edited by Noëlle Cuny and Xavier Kalck

Satiric Modernism
by Kevin Rulo
ISBN: 978-1-949979-89-3

Nancy Cunard: Perfect Stranger
by Jane Marcus
edited by Jean Mills

Late Modernism and Expatriation
edited by Lauren Arrington
ISBN: 978-1-942954-75-0
The Sensuous Pedagogies of Virginia Woolf and D. H. Lawrence
by Benjamin D. Hagen

Virginia Woolf, Europe, and Peace: vol. 1, Transnational Circulations
edited by Ariane Mildenberg and Patricia Novillo-Corvalán
ISBN: 978-1-949-97935-0

Virginia Woolf, Europe, and Peace: vol. 2, Aesthetics and Theory
edited by Peter Adkins and Derek Ryan
ISBN: 978-1-949-97937-4
Unbuilt Clemson
by Dennis S. Taylor

Ice on a Hot Stove
edited by Denise Duhamel and Rick Mulkey
ISBN: 978-1-63804-004-0

Still Time on Pye Pond
by Danielle Fontaine
ISBN: 978-1-949979-82-4
High Seminary (now in hardcover)
Volume 1
by Jerome V. Reel
ISBN: 978-0-9890826-1-7

High Seminary (now in hardcover)
Volume 2
by Jerome V. Reel
Winter Tree Identification
by Donald L. Hagan, Crystal Strickland, and Hailey Malone
ISBN: 978-1949979145

Tastes of Clemson Blue Cheese
by Christian Thormose
ISBN: 978-1942954583

Gift packs, including packs of Clemson Blue Cheese are the perfect holiday gift:
Support the Press

Clemson University Press values service over sales figures. In assessing a book for publication, we prioritize its potential for impact on our region and/or on a scholarly field. Your gift would support the publication of a single book by defraying considerable editorial costs, allowing us to market the book at an affordable retail price. Gifts of $500 or more will be acknowledged in the published book.

Sponsor a Named Series

We publish book series in the fields of African American Studies, Irish Studies, Literary Criticism, Musicology, and Rhetoric. A significant gift would allow us to build named series in areas already identified as key to our growth: regional history, the natural sciences (including guide books), and sport studies.

Sponsor an Internship

Clemson University Press is an experiential-learning lab for student interns and graduate assistants, who gain hands-on, professional experience in editing, design, and marketing. Students contribute to actual publications; they gain skills in industry-standard software and procedures; and they receive mentoring for pursuing future careers in publishing and related fields. An annual gift of $5,000 will fund a named internship.

Marketing Fund

We aspire to reach the broadest possible audience for our publications and to acquire the most impactful books possible. Marketing is essential to building our reputation among readers and authors. Clemson University Press exhibits at conferences and festivals each year, advertises strategically, and collaborates closely with authors to promote our books on social media, through our website, and at regional events. Your support will assist us in sustaining and growing our audience across the region and the world.
CONTACT CLEMSON UNIVERSITY PRESS
All books are available online
www.clemson.edu/press
www.liverpooluniversitypress.co.uk
www.oup.com/academic

Academic Distribution

UK and world (except the Americas, the Caribbean, India, Taiwan, and Malaysia)
Turpin Distribution
Pegasus Drive, Stratton Business Park, Biggleswade, Bedfordshire SG18 8TQ, UK
T: +44 (0)1767 604977
E: Liverpool@turpin-distribution.com

The Americas and the Caribbean
Oxford University Press
2001 Evans Road, Cary, NC 27513, USA
T: +1 800 451 7556 or +1 919 677 0977
E: orders.cary@oup.com
http://global.oup.com/academic/

Taiwan
Ta Tong Book Company Ltd.
162-44 Hsin Yi Road, Section 3, Taipei, Taiwan 10658
T: +886 2 2701 5677
E: tatong@tatong.com.tw

India
Overleaf
B - 519 A, Sushant Lok I, Lower Ground Floor
Gurgaon–122002, Haryana, India
T: +91 9999797190
E: overleaf@vsnl.net
www.overleaf.co.in

Malaysia
Ahmad Zahar Kamaruddin
No. 17, Jalan Bola Jaring,13/15 Seksyen 13, 40000 Shah Alam, Selangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia
T: +60 (0)3 5511 9799
E: yuha_sb@tm.net.my

Trade and Paperback Distribution

Ingram
One Ingram Blvd.
La Vergne, TN 37086
T: +60 (0)3 511 9799
E: yuha_sb@tm.net.my
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